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A Comparison Between Hankel Norms
and Induced System Norms

Wayne W. Lu and Gary J. Balas

Abstract—A general definition is formulated for the Hankel norms as
the induced norms of a strictly proper stable linear time-invariant (LTIV)
system mapping vector-valuedLp-past inputs to vector-valuedLq-future
outputs. Some Hankel norms are derived by the maximum principle and
duality. A property termed the system integral invariance is introduced
by the derivation of those Hankel norms. Furthermore, the norm-induced
initial conditions and the comparison between the Hankel norms and the
induced system norms are also presented.

Index Terms—Hankel norm, LTIV system, norm-induced initial condi-
tion, system integral invariance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Hankel norm is defined as the induced norm of a strictly proper
causal (or anticausal) linear time-invariant (LTIV) system mapping
vector-valuedL2-past inputs to vector-valuedL2-future outputs.
Reference [8] extended this concept to the map from vector-valued
L1-past inputs to vector-valuedL2-future outputs and from vector-
valuedL2-past inputs to vector-valuedL1-future outputs. This paper
gives a general definition of the Hankel norms as the induced norms
of a strictly proper stable LTIV system mapping vector-valuedLp-
past inputs to vector-valuedLq-future outputs. Some Hankel norms
are presented for the usual cases ofp; q being1; 2;1.

The Hankel operator can be interpreted as the mapping from the
past input to the future output via the statexo at time t = 0. The
states termed the norm-induced states, or the norm-induced initial
conditions, are also presented in this paper. Some implicit functions
for solving the norm-induced initial conditions exhibit a property
termed the system integral invariance in this paper.

A comparison between the Hankel norms and the induced system
norms is also presented in this paper. First it presents a general
relationship between the Hankel norm and the induced system norm.
Then it is shown that both norms are identical in some cases
in terms of the system property of being linear time-invariant. A
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counterexample is given to show the nonexistence of the induced
system norm of the map fromL2 input toL1 output.

It is well known that the Hankel norm mappingL2-past inputs to
L2-future outputs plays an important role in system model reduction.
Other applications of the Hankel norms include estimation of the
effect of the past inputs on the future outputs in an operator-theoretic
way; see, e.g., [6], where a so-called “mixed induced norm” is
defined, which is the Hankel norm fromL1-past inputs toL1-future
outputs.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let R denote the field of real numbers;R+ denotes the set
ft 2 R : t � 0g; andRn denotes the set ofn � 1 vectors with
elements inR.

For anyu : R ! Rn and� 2 R+; P�u denotes the element-by-
element projection operator

(P�u)(t) :=
u(t); t � �

0; t > �:

Define sgn(u) : Rn ! Rn as the element-by-element sign
operator

sgn(u)i :=
1; ui > 0
0; ui = 0
�1; ui < 0:

Let Lp; p 2 [1;1] denote the spaces of measurable functions,
u : R ! R, such that

kukL :=
1

�1

ju(t)jp dt
1=p

<1; 1 � p <1

:= ess sup
t2R

ju(t)j <1; p =1:

Let `r; r 2 [1;1] denote the spaces of vectors inRn such that

kuk` :=

n

i=1

juij
r

1=r

; 1 � r <1

:= max
1�i�n

juij; r =1:

Furthermore, letLp;r; p; r 2 [1;1] denote the spaces of vector-
valued measurable functions,u : R ! Rn, such that

kukL :=
1

�1

ku(t)kp` dt

1=p

<1; 1 � p <1

:= ess sup
t2R

ku(t)k` <1; p =1:

Similarly, Lp;r(�1; 0) denotes the spaces of vector-valued mea-
surable functionsu of t over half of the real line(�1; 0).Lp;r(0;1)
is defined in the same manner.

Let (Lp;r)� denote the dual ofLp;r. Then(Lp;r)� can be identified
with Lq;s where

1

p
+

1

q
= 1 and

1

r
+

1

s
= 1:

For f 2 Lp;r, andg 2 (Lp;r)�, we define

hf; gi :=
1

�1

f
T (t)g(t)dt:

Let S be the set of the strictly proper causal stable LTIV operators
with the state-space representationfA;B;C; 0g, where the row
vectors ofC are denoted byC = [cT1 � � � cTp ]

T . Given G 2 S,
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let G(t) denote the associated impulse response. ThenG mapsu to
y as defined by the convolution

y(t) = (Gu)(t) =
1

�1

G(t� �)u(�)d�:

The causality means thatG(t) = 0 for t < 0. It implieskgijkL =
kgijkL (0;1), whereG(t) = fgij(t)g; 1 � i � p; 1 � j � m.
In the frequency domain

ŷ(jw) = Ĝ(jw)û(jw):

GivenG 2 S, the induced system norm is defined as

kGki := sup
kGukL
kukL

= sup
kuk �1

kGukL <1

where p; q; r; s 2 [1;1].
Define [8]

R :=
+1

�1

GT (t)G(t)dt

= BTQB

S :=
+1

�1

G(t)G(t)T dt

= CPCT

whereP andQ are the controllability and observability gramians,
respectively. Let�m(R) anddm(R) denote the maximum eigenvalue
and maximum diagonal entry ofR, respectively.

Let G 2 S. The well-known Hankel norm is defined as

kGkH := sup
kykL (0;1)

kukL (�1;0)

= �1=2m (PQ) (1)

while theH1 norm is

kGkH = sup
w2R

��[Ĝ(jw)] (2)

where �� denotes the maximum singular value.

III. H ANKEL NORMS AND INDUCED SYSTEM NORMS

Definition 1: SupposeG 2 S and p; q; r; s 2 [1;1]. Then the
Hankel norm is defined as

kGkh := sup
kGukL (0;1)

kukL (�1;0)
: (3)

In words,kGkh denotes the induced norm fromLp;r-past inputs
to Lq;s-future outputs. As a special case,p; q; r; s being equal to two
leads to the well-known Hankel norm.

The definition (3) has the equivalent forms

kGkh = sup
kuk �1

kGukL (0;1)

= sup
kuk =1

kGukL (0;1)

since the Hankel operator is bounded and linear.
First, the relation between the Hankel norm and the induced system

norm is given as follows.
Theorem 1: Suppose that the following induced system norm

exists forG 2 S. Then

kGkh � kGki : (4)

Proof: Given u 2 Lp;r(�1; 0)

kGukL (0;1) � kGukL

� kGki kukL

= kGki kukL (�1;0):

In fact, an equality holds in certain cases. In the following theorem,
k � kq;sp;r denotes both the Hankel norms and induced system norms.

Theorem 2: GivenG 2 S, the Hankel norms are identical to the
induced system norms for the following indicated values ofp; r; q;
and s:

kGk2;21;2 = �1=2m (R) (5)

kGk1;2
2;2 = �1=2m (S) (6)

kGk2;21;1 = d1=2m (R) (7)

kGk1;1
2;2 = d1=2m (S) (8)

kGk1;11;1 = max
j

1

0

p

i=1

jgij(t)jdt (9)

kGk1;1
1;1 = max

i

1

0

m

j=1

jgij(t)jdt (10)

kGk1;1
1;1 = max

i; j
sup
t
jgij(t)j: (11)

The induced norms and equality relations in (5)–(8) were derived
in [8]. The induced system norms in (9) and (10) are shown in [1].
The same techniques can be used to extend those results to the Hankel
norms. The proof of (11) is quite straightforward. Hence the proofs
of Theorem 2 are omitted. Note that (5) and (6), (7) and (8), (9) and
(10), and (11) itself are dual in their input–output spaces.

Theorem 3: Given G 2 S

kGk
h

=
1

0

p

i=1

jcie
Atxoj dt (12)

where

xo =
1

0

eA�B sgn BT eA �
1

0

eA tCT

� sgn(CeAtxo)dt d�: (13)

kGk
h

= xToQxo
1=2

(14)

where

xo =
1

0

eAtB sgn BT eA tQxo dt: (15)

kGk
h

= xTo Pxo
1=2

(16)

where

xo =
1

0

eA tCT sgn(CeAtPxo) dt: (17)

Note that (12) itself, and (14) and (16) are dual in their input–output
spaces. The proof of the above theorem is presented in the Appendix.

The induced system norms corresponding tokGk
h

do not exist.

We may take a simple counterexample asG(t) = e�t; t � 0. Let
the input beu(t) = t=(1 + t)2; t � 0. Thenu 2 L2: But the output
y = �e�t + 1=(1 + t); t � 0 is not contained inL1.

Definition 2: SupposeG 2 S and p; q; r; s 2 [1;1]. Then the
norm-induced initial condition is the set as in (18), shown at the
bottom of the next page.
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Theorem 4: By Definition 2, the norm-induced initial conditions
corresponding to the above-discussed Hankel norms are shown as
follows: ek = [0 � � � 1 � � � 0]T

kGk
h

: ~xo = Bw (19)

kGk
h

: ~xo = PCT (S)�1=2w (20)

kGk
h

: ~xo = Bek (21)

kGkh : ~xo = PCT ek=d
1=2
m (S) (22)

kGk
h

: ~xo = Bek (23)

kGkh : ~xo =
1

0

eAtB sgn BT eA tCT ek dt (24)

kGkh : ~xo = Bek (25)

kGk
h

: ~xo = xo in (13) (26)

kGk
h

: ~xo = xo in (15) (27)

kGk
h

: ~xo = Pxo xTo Pxo
1=2

; xo in (17) (28)

kGkH : ~xo =
�m

xToQxo
xo (29)

wherew in (19) is the unit eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue ofR; w in (20) is the unit eigenvector corresponding to
the maximum eigenvalue ofS; k in (21) is any column number for
which theL2;2 norm of the individual columns ofG(t) is maximal;k
in (22) is any row number for which theL2;2 norm of the individual
rows ofG(t) is maximal;k in (23) is any column number for which
the L1;1 norm of the individual columns ofG(t) is maximal;k in
(24) is any row number for which theL1;1 norm of the individual
rows ofG(t) is maximal;k in (25) is any column number for which
the L1;1 norm of the individual column ofG(t) is maximal;xo
in (26)–(28) needs to be selected from multiple solutions of (13),
(15), and (17), respectively, to achieve the Hankel norms; andxo
in (29) is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue
�m of PQ.

The above norm-induced initial conditions can be derived simply
by applying the extremizing unit norm past inputs obtained from
the derivation of the Hankel norms into Definition 2. Note that for
a multivariable system, the norm-induced initial condition can be
nonunique since it is possible that, for instance, two columns ofG(t)
have the same length and both are maximal.

IV. A N EXAMPLE

For illustrative purposes, we take a second-order plant as follows:

_x1 = �x1 + x2

_x2 = �x1 � x2 + u

y = x1:

The state transition matrix is

eAt =
e�t cos t e�t sin t
�e�t sin t e�t cos t

; t � 0:

Since the states of the plant exhibit oscillation, we need to use
numerical computation to obtain the norm-induced initial conditions
shown in Theorem 3. The computational algorithm is based on the

fact that ifxo is a solution, it does not change its direction after the
integral operation. First we take some points forxo on half of the
unit circle. Note that it is easy to verify that ifxo is a solution, so
is �xo, and that althoughxo has both direction and magnitude, only
the direction plays a role in the operation of the sign function. Then
we can calculate the right side of the implicit function and check the
difference between the phases of the givenxo and calculatedxo. If the
phase difference goes smaller, and then larger for three consecutive
pairs, there is a local extrema in the neighborhood of the second given
xo. One can continue the same procedure by refining the points of
xo until the phase difference is smaller than a prespecified number.

The numerical computation shows that each implicit function draws
an ellipsis when the givenxo are taken on the unit circle. The norm-
induced initial condition splits a little off from the long axis of the
ellipsis.

The computation on (13) yields~xo = [0:512 0:627]T .
Then kGkh = 0:642: Furthermore, the other solutionxo =

[�0:277 0:378]T , which is a local extrema and splits a little off
from the short axis of the ellipsis, results in the input–output gain
0.210.

By (15), ~xo = [0:532 0:597]T giveskGkh = 0:480: The other
solutionxo = [�0:229 0:439]T leads to the gain 0.137.

By (17), ~xo = [0:294 0:571]T yields kGkh = 0:480. The other

solutionxo = [�0:0266 0:0314]T gives the gain 0.137.

V. REMARKS

The fact that the equalities hold between the Hankel norms and
induced system norms in Theorem 2 can be intuitively explained
as follows. Foru 2 L1;r, the extremizing input�"(t), an impulse
as " ! 0, only takes the time" that can be arbitrarily small. For
y 2 L1;s, given anyu 2 Lp;r; one can define timet = 0 at the
moment wheny achieves its peak value in terms of the fact that the
system is linear time-invariant.

Each of the implicit functions in Section III is the necessary
condition so that the norm-induced initial condition, if it exists, must
satisfy this condition. On the other hand, the norm-induced initial
condition does exist since the Hankel norms are well-defined for a
stable LTIV system. Hence the norm-induced initial condition can
be selected from the solutions of the implicit function to achieve the
maximum gain from past inputs to future outputs.

If we define each of the implicit functions as an integral operator
I (nonlinear due to the sign operator) mappingxo 2 Rn to x 2 Rn,
the mapping is smooth, or it has a continuous first derivative with
respect toxo. It can be easily proved by taking the derivative ofx
in component form with respect toxo .

For the integral operatorI; xo defines one-dimensional subspace
V := fx j x = �xo; 8� 2 Rg which is invariant to the operator
I, or I-invariant. More precisely,8� 2 R; I(�xo) = sgn(�)xo.
The range is also contained inV . This invariance is termed the
system integral invariance for a stable LTIV system. For the well-
known Hankel norm, the energy approach results in an eigenvector
invariance to a matrix, i.e.,PQxo = �xo.

The concept of the norm-induced initial condition is quite descrip-
tive and relevant to the Hankel norm since~xo plays a role in bridging
past inputs to future outputs.

The well-known Hankel norm can be defined for the operator
G 2 L1 in the frequency domain. However, only the strictly causal

�o := ~xo j ~xo =
0

�1

e�A�Bu(�)d�; wherekukL (�1;0) = 1 andkGkh = kCeAt~xokL (0;1) (18)
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(or anti-causal) part ofG makes contribution to the Hankel norm.
In the proof 3) in the Appendix, it is shown that the causal and
anticausal Hankel operators equipped with any input–output norms
have the identical induced norms.

We may define the Hankel norm as

kGkh := sup
�2R

sup
u2L [0;1)

kGP�ukL (�;1)

kukL [0;�)
: (30)

In fact, two definitions (3) and (30) are equivalent in terms of the
supremum in both definitions since takingsup�2R implies that one
can search for the norm-bounded extremizing past input over half
of the real line by the fact that the system is linear time-invariant.
Reference [6] defined a “mixed induced norm” fromL1-past inputs
to L1-future outputs, which is a special case of (30).

APPENDIX

Proof: Proof of Theorem 3:

1) To showkGk
h

, define the performance index as

J :=
1

0

p

i=1

jcie
At
xoj dt

:=  (xo) (31)

subject to

_x = Ax +Bu; x(�1) = 0

and

kukL (�1;0) � 1:

We use the maximum principle to solve this problem. The
maximum principle states that the necessary condition foru

to maximize the costJ is that the Hamiltonian function must
be maximized for allt 2 (�1;1) and for all admissible
controls.

The Hamiltonian function is

H = �
T (Ax+Bu)

where� is termed the costate which satisfies

_� = �HT
x = �AT

�; t � 0 (32)

�o =  
T
x (33)

=
1

0

e
A t

C
T sgn(CeAtxo)dt: (34)

Note that the order of the integral and partial derivative in
(33) can be interchanged since the integrand is exponentially
decaying for allxo 2 Rn and the partial derivative of the
integrand with respect toxo is uniformly continuous for all
t 2 [0;1), possibly except for the countable points due to the
absolute value which can be neglected in the integral.

SinceHuu = 0;

u = sgn(BT
�); t < 0 (35)

maximizesH(x; u; �) on the boundary. Here,BT� is a switch-
ing function.

By convolution

xo =
0

�1

e
�A�

Bu(�)d�: (36)

By simple manipulations on (31)–(36), one can get the desired
results (12) and (13).

2) To showkGk
h

, define the performance index as

J := x
T
o Qxo

:=  (xo) (37)

subject to

_x = Ax +Bu; x(�1) = 0

and

kukL (�1;0) � 1:

The Hamiltonian function is

H = �
T (Ax+Bu):

In the same way as before, one has

_� = �HT
x = �AT

�; t � 0 (38)

�o =  
T
x = 2Qxo (39)

u = sgn(BT
�); t � 0 (40)

xo =
0

�1

e
�A�

Bu(�) d�: (41)

The results of (14) and (15) follow from simple manipulations
on (37)–(41).

3) We use the duality [9] to showkGk
h

. The dual ofG :

L1;1(�1; 0) ! L2;2(0;1) is the mapping

G
� : (L2;2(0;1))� ! (L1;1(�1; 0))�:

That is

G
� : L2;2(0;1)! L1;1(�1; 0):

To determine the form ofG�, let xo 2 `2 and y 2 L2;2(0;1),
and define the mapping

	f : `2 ! L2;2(0;1)

(	fxo)(t) := Ce
At
xo; t > 0:

We have

hy;	fxoi = h	�fy; xoi

where the first duality bracket is forL2;2(0;1) and the second is
for `2. Then

hy;	fxoi =
1

0

y
T (�)CeA�xo d�

=
1

0

e
A �

C
T
y(�)d�

T

xo:

Hence

	�fy =
1

0

e
A �

C
T
y(�)d�: (42)

Let u 2 L1;1(�1; 0) and define the mapping

	p : L1;1(�1; 0)! `
2
;

	pu :=
0

�1

e
�At

Bu(t)dt:

We have

hxo;	pui = h	�pxo; ui:
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Then

hxo;	pui =
0

�1

x
T
o e
�At

Bu(t) dt

=
0

�1

B
T
e
�A t

xo
T
u(t)dt:

Hence

(	�pxo)(t) = B
T
e
�A t

xo; t < 0: (43)

By (42) and (43)

(G�y)(t) = (	�p	
�

fy)(t)

=
1

0

B
T
e
A (��t)

C
T
y(�)d�; t < 0: (44)

HenceG� can be identified with the state space representation of
fAT ; CT ; BT ; 0g.

Furthermore, the mappingG� :L2;2(0;1) ! L1;1(�1; 0)
(anticausal) is equivalent to the mappingG� :L2;2(�1; 0) !
L1;1(0;1) (causal) with the convolution

(G�y)(t) =
0

�1

B
T
e
A (t��)

C
T
y(�)d�; t > 0 (45)

where y 2 L2;2(�1; 0) since (45) can be obtained from (44) by
change of variables, and vice versa. Obviously, this argument holds
for the Hankel operator equipped with any other input–output norms.

Now consider the systemG� as a mapping fromL1;1(�1; 0)
to L2;2(0;1). Its norm can be calculated by (14) and (15) while the
dual systemfA;B;C; 0g mappingL2;2(�1; 0) to L1;1(0;1) has
the same Hankel norm.

Note that the result in the proof 3) can also be derived by a
variational approach with the definition of the performance index

J :=
1

0

p

i=1

jcie
At
xoj dt

:=  (xo)

subject to

_x = Ax +Bu; x(�1) = 0

and

0

�1

u
T
udt = 1:

With the result obtained by this approach, a few steps of change of
variables are needed to show (16) and (17). It can be shown by this
approach that the implicit function is also a local sufficient condition
for xo to achieve a local extremal input–output gain(Huu < 0).
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